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Specifically, ObJect-Oriented Database Systems (OODBS)
[Zam86,Cope84,Derr85],
persistent
programmmg
languages [Cock84,Butl86a,Msh84], extensible data base
systems [StonbS], and persistent virtual memory [That851
have all been proposed to support these nontradltlonal
database apphcatlons The data m these apphcatlons can
be modeled as a collection of obJectsI which are connected
into tree or graph structures as supported by objectorlented programmmg languages such as Smalltalh
[Gold831 and CommonLOOPS [Bobr86] Hence, the proposals to support nontradItional data borrow heavily from
object-oriented programming languages
In this application area, oblects can be Inserted or
deleted rendering other objects maccesslble This atuatlon
may lead to data being m the database that 1snot accesslble by the application All objects that may contain references to other objects display this characteristic Therefore, all systems providing data management for these
ObJectspotentially have this problem Figure 1 depicts a
sample scenario that could arise m such systems A set of
interconnected oblects (represented by shapes) are stored
m a database on the disk The CIRCLE and the FOOTBALL represent the roots2 of the data structure If the
User Program deletes the CIRCLE, then the CIRCLE 1s
no longer accessible and can be deleted from the database
The STAR which IS contained m the CIRCLE IS St111
part
of the picture because it 1s m the FOOTBALL but the
FIGURE-8 IS not part of the picture any more Ascertammg that the FIGURE-8 should be deleted but the STAR
should not IS the process of storage reclamation or garbage
collection
Storage can be reclaImed either by an automatic
method or by lssumg explicit delete mstructlons Programrmng environments that encourage complex structures provide
automatic
storage reclamation
(e g CommonLOOPS and Smalltalk) On the other hand, current
data managers delete items only when instructed to do so
However, as the structures m a database grow larger and
more complex, determining what ObJects are no longer
reachable becomes exceedingly difficult to do manually
Hence, garbage collection should be an Integral part of
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When

providing
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management

for nontradltlonal

database systems encounter storage reclamation
problems similar to those encountered by virtual memory
managers The pagmg behavior of exlstmg automatic
storage reclamation schemesas applied to objects stored m
a database management system 1sone mdicator of the performance cost of various features of storage reclamation
algorithms The results of modeling the paging behavior
suggest that Mark and Sweep causes many more
mput/output operations than Copy-Compact A contnbutmg factor to the expense of Mark and Sweep 1sthat It
does not recluster memory as does Copy-Compact If
memory 1s not reclustered, the average cost of accessing
data can go up tremendously Other algorithms that do
not recluster memory also suffer performance problems,
namely all reference countmg schemes The mam advantage of a reference count scheme 19that It does not force a
running program to pause for a long period of time while
reclamation takes place, It amortizes the cost of reclamation across all accesses The reclustermg of Copy-Compact
and the cost amortlzatlon of Reference Count are combined to great advantage m Baker’s algorithm This algorlthm proves to be the least prohlbltlve for operating on
disk-based data
data,

1. Introduction

Although relational data base systems appear to be
very successful m busmess data processmg environments,
more general data base capablhtles are needed m
engmeermg apphcatlons, CAD/CAM systems, and expert
data base environments
The exact form of these capablllties and what sort of a software system should provide
them 1s the subject of considerable controversy
Tbls research was sponsored by the US Air Force Office of
Scientific Research under Grant 83-0254, the NatIonal Science Foundation under Grant 85-04833, and a fellowsblp from TRW
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1 An obpt, for the purposes of tlus paper, IS a structure that
contams pomters or other nonsImple data types (Integers and strmgs
are examples of simple data types)
s A root 1s an object that LSreachable absolutely not only via
other objects
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Figure 1: Sample Object Scenario
good objects to study because they
ture, and can be combmed into
structures
The results reported
more complex ObJects, although the
the scope of this paper

future obJect-oriented data managers and persistent systems In fact, PO [Mlsh84], Gemstone [Cope84], and
POMS [Cock841 already mcorporate automatic storage reclamation schemes mto their systems
The purpose of this paper IS to study the performance
of storage reclamation algorithms m an object-oriented
data base environment
Since persistent programming
languages, persistent virtual memory, and extensible database systems have many of the same characterlstlcs as an
OODB, the results of this study will also apply to such systems

The LISP hsts used m this study are assumed to be
stored m a relational DBMS as implemented m Polymma
[But186a], a persistent LISP prototype
A simphfied version of the database schema IS shown Jn Figure 2 The
ObJectRelation stores list cells mdivldually, each representmg one object Since the right and left pomters can refer
to different types, a tag field (type) IS used to indicate the
sort of obJect pointed to If type = “leaf”, the pointer
refers to a leaf If type = “pomter”, the value field mdlcates the id of the cell m the ObJectRelatlon that 1s
pointed to The RootRelatlon contains the persistent LISP
symbols or atoms from a LISP apphcatlon A tuple m the
ObJectRelation IS reachable only if it 1s referenced by a
root or by an object reachable from a root

Storage reclamation IS a widely studied problem,
therefore many algorithms appear m the literature
All
algorithms were designed for mam memory or virtual
memory environments where many data oblects have a
very short lifetime
This IS not the case m an OODB
environment
By analyzing storage reclamation
algorithms as they apply to data stored m a database system,
features of the algorithms can be identified that have
prohlbltlve performance costs or that are beneficial to performance
These results can help guide the design of
storage reclaimers for database systems

The algorithms
are compared on their expected
amount of I/O Each algorithm has been coded m a query
language that resembles Quel* (Ston831 The paging
behavior of each lmplementatlon
1s modeled by an equation which calculates the expected number of pages that
will be read and written during the runnmg of the
correspondmg reclamation scheme In order to capture
the I/O cost with a single number, each page read 1s
assumed to have unit cost and each page write, a cost of 2
This 1s m accordance with folklore that disk writes are
twice as expensive as disk reads 3 Each equation includes

The remainder of this paper 1s organized as follows
Section 2 contams the model used for algorithm evaluation, descrlptlons of the algorithms considered and the
results of the analysis comprise Section 3, lastly, Section 4
contains the conclusions that can be drawn from the
study
2.

The Model for I/O

Cost

have a uniform struccomplex, interrelated
herem scale to larger
proof of this 1s beyond

Evaluation

The aata structures used m this study are LISP cons
cells Each cons cell contams two pointers (like a binary
tree) A pointer can refer to a leaf or to another cell
Each cell may be pointed to by an unlimited number of
cells Cons cells combme to form lasts Cons cells are

s The actual cost of a write for these particular algorithms may
be more or less than twice the cost of a read This assumption affects
the totals reported here but does not alTect the relative performance
of the algorlthms .smcethe number of objects read by any particular
algorithm usapprsxlmately equal to the number wrItten
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the probablhty that a page has been previously read and
given that It has been read, the probabrhty that rt IS still
buffered m mam memory Therefore, the equatrons
express the expected amount of physrcal I/O
The modeled parameters and the sssocrated value set
for each rs shown m Table 1 and described below
The number of objects, N, represents the number of
tuples m the ObJectRelatron This mdlcates the size
of the data structure The number of objects m this
study ranged from 5500 (a small database) to 1 mllbon (a medium large database) A structure of 1 mllhon objects IS large enough to cause some of the algorithms to exhrbrt unreasonably hrgh I/O cost
The number of roots, R, specifies the number of
tuples m the RootRelatron In order to Isolate how
the data structure parameters effected performance,
the number of roots was set to 1
The number of objects per page, NP, represents the
number of tuples m the ObJectRelatron that fit on J,
single disk page The tuples m the OblectRelatlon for
Polymma utdlze approxrmately 50 bytes so 20 tuples
fit on a 1024 byte page The oblects per page IS set to
20 for thus study
The number of roots per page, RP, represents the
number of tuples m the RootRelatron that fit on a smgle disk page The tuples m the RootRelatlon for
Polymma utlhze 28 bytes so approximately 35 tuples
fit on a 1024 byte page RP equals 35 m this study
The number of buffer pages, BP, slgmfies the number
of mam memory pages that the DBMS uses for
Parameter
N

buffering drsk pages Although the number of buffer
pages was varied from 3 to 15, rt made less than 2%
difference m the I/O cost for all the casestested In a
few isolated cases,BP=50 was tested and resulted m
a 10% improvement An addrtronal study has been
completed m which a larger number of buffer pages
has been studied, but the results of this study are
beyond the scope of this paper For the results
reported here, the number of buffer pages has been
left out of the graphs
The number of accesses,A, expresses the number of
tunes that any object m the database rs read, written,
created, or destroyed It’s value was computed relative to the number of obJects m the database and
ranged from N up to 30 times N
The update ratio, UR, represents the probabrhty that
an access alters an object, that rs, the expected
number of updates drvlded by the number of accesses
The update ratio ranges from l/10 down to 0 An UR
of 0 indicates a read-only database
The UDRatio
expresses the expected number of
ObJectsthat become unreachable after an update, that
is, the expected number of unreachable oblects
divided by the number of accesses The UDRatlo
ranges from l/100 (only 1 m every 100 updates causes
an object to become unreachable) to 1 (each update
causes 1 object to become unreachable)
The delete ratio, DR, 1s the expected number of
objects that ~111be deleted per access It IS calculated
by multrplymg the UDRatlo by the update ratio
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Figure 1: Examples of lists with varying
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The insert ratio. IR. IS the exnected number of new
objects divided by the number of accesses For tins
study, the database IS assumedto be m a steady state,
that is, the expected number of new objects equals the
expected number of deleted objects The IR value IS
calculated as UDRatlo*UR, the same as the delete
ratio
The form of the data structure 1s determined by the
value of Shape The possible values are fur/, bushy,
and sparee If the structure has a full shape then the
path from the root to any leaf equals log N fl, and,
the number of right values that contam nonleaf
pointers equals the number of left values that contam
nonieaf pointers If the structure IS bushy, the
number of left values that contam nonieaf pomters IS
7/8 of the number of rtghht values that contam nonleaf pointers, and, the path from the root to the rlghtmost leaf (rrght he:ght) equals N/16 and the path
from the root to the leftmost leaf (left he:ght) equals
N/32 A sparse structure has a left height of 5 and a
right height of N/10, and, the number of rtght values
that contam nonieaf pointers 1s2 times the number of
left values that contam nonleaf pointers Figure 3
depicts a small example of each shape The examples
only indicate the general form of the lists since the
number of ceils m each example 1s too small to
exactly fit the rules used to define the shapes
The density slgmfies the number of right or left
values that contam nonieaf pomters dlvlded by the
number of obJects The mmlmum density 1s 1 since
each cell must be referred to by at least 1 other cell m
order to oe reachable Since each onJect nas at rnubL
2 pointers, the maxImum density for this study IS 2
Figure 4 depicts some sample structures that have the
densities used m this study
I

I

Another factor that can affect the I/O performance of
the algorithms IS the orgamzatlon of the oblects on pages
Placing ObJectsthat will be accessedtogether on the same

Fullness values

page will reduce the number of pages that must be fetched
from disk when accessing the obJects That 19,the cost of
accessing NP objects that are perfectly clustered on a smgie page IS 1, whereas the cost of accessmgNP objects that
are scattered across pages IS Ni’ As clustered objects are
deleted from pages, internal fragmentation of the cluster
will occur Tins cluster fragmentation causes the average
cost of accessingobJects to increase For example, if NP/2
objects are deleted from each page on which NP obJects
were clustered, two pages must be read m order to access
NF’ obJects
Figure 5 depicts how cluster fragmentation degrades
the cost of accessingobjects over time The three different
lines m Figure 5 represent the expected average accesscost
for delete ratios of l/10, l/100, and l/l000 (from left to
nght) The expected average cost of accessing an obJect
when NP oblects are clustered on each page 1s l/NP,
which indicates that only 1 page 1s read to access NP
ObJects That is, the mmimum cost to accessone object 1s
0 05 which 1s l/NP when NP equals 20, as 19the case m
this study As objects are deleted, fewer clustered obJects
can be accessed from a single page read, therefore the
expected cost of accessingobjects approaches 1 A cost of
1 indicates so many objects have been deleted that no
obJects are clustered on pages, therefore each object access
causes 1 page read The greater the number of objects
deleted (1e the higher the delete ratlo), the quicker the
expected cost of accessingan object reaches 1
A method of clustering that B efficient for LISP programs IS to place objects together that are hnked via right
pomters (these are called CDRs m LISP) LISP programs
tend to access data m a depth-first fashion along CDRs
[Bobr78] Organizing ceils onto a single page that are
linked together via CDRs IS called CDR-coding This can
be thought of as clustering ceils together according to the
depth-first traversal of the structure Objects can be
clustered accordmg to the breadth-first traversal, too
Both breadth-first and depth-first clustering are explored
m this study

oAo&&
Figure 4: Examples of lists with varying
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density values

In performing the analysis, only a few parameters are
varied at a time Unless otherwlse specified, the settmgs
are
uFi=Ol
ProbDelete = 0 025
N = l,OOO,OOO
Shape = bushy
Density = 13
A = l,OOO,OOO
These numbers represent a middle ground a medmm sized
database, some updates and deletes, a few doubly connected oblects, and one access per obJect on average In
addition, the objects are assumed to be clustered m a
depth-first fashion when the analysis begms since current
LISP systems tend to allocate cells depth-first
1. Algorithmr

The average accesscost depends upon whether or not the
algorithm supports clustermg
3-l.

Explored

Many algorithms have been developed to perform garbage collection [Cohe81] Environments that have
automatic storage reclaimers operate m two modes one m
which garbage 19 bemg generated and one m which the
memory 1s bemg scavenged to reclaim the storage space
used by the garbage On a single processor, durmg the
generation phase a program 1s running, durmg the
scavenge phase the program must pause Incremental
algorithms break up scavengmg mto small pieces so the
pauses are shorter but more numerous All obJects not
reachable from the root set of objects should be reclalmed
during garbage collection The following are crltlcal cost
points that should be mmlmlzed and, therefore, give a
basis for algorithm comparison
the length of pauses
the expected average cost to accessobjects, and
the total garbage collection cost
-

Mark

and Sweep

In Mark and Sweep algorithms, scavenging has two
phases a mark phase and a sweep phase In the first
phase, the data IS traversed markmg everythmg that 1s
accessible from the root set In the second phase, a pass IS
made over the memory deletmg everythmg that IS not
marked Usmg Mark and Sweep, a running program can
experience long pauses during the scavengmg of memory
In addltlon, this algorithm results m much cluster fragmentatlon smce the deleted elements ~111be Interspersed
with nondeleted elements
The first phase of Mark and Sweep 1s inherently
recursive A few methods have been explored to Implement recurslon m a DBMS [Banc86b], two of which are
explored here repeated execution ISton83], and transltlve
iteration [Banc86a] Figure 6 depicts these two different
methods m pseud+Quel The first method executes the
Quel operator replace repeatedly until the query results
m no change to the database The second method amplements transltlve Iteration m Quel by keeping a temporary
relation, the MurHZelatton, that holds the values that
were updated at each Iteration and only uses those tuples
m the next iteration
The expected I/O cost of three different methods of
processmg Mark and Sweep have been explored
MarkkSweepA
represents the costs of usmg the repeated
execution as depicted by Method 1 Mark&SweepB does
the transttlve closure as expressed by Method 2
Mark&SweepC
presumes the transitive closure method
of Method 2, with the assumption that the temporary relatlon (MarkRelation) 1s kept m mam memory, hence, no

100
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0 50

0 00
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Figure 5: Access cost as objects become unclustered
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/*Method 1 */
range of o,ol IS OblectRelatlon
range 01 r 1sRootRelatIon
/* Step 1 mark all objects reachable from the root */
replace (o mark = TRUE)
where r type = “pornter” and r value = o Id
/*Step
/*
repeat

2 mark all objects pornted to by a rcght or 1eJt pointer of */
an already marked oblect, untrl all are marked */

replace (o mark = TRUE)
where (01 @&type
= “pomter” and 01 rlgbt-value = o Id) or
(01 left-type = “pomter” and 01 left-value = o Id)
untd no changes to 0
/* Step 3 Delete all unmarked (hence unreachable) obJecta */
delete o where o mark = FALSE
/*Step 4 Unmark all retaIned objects */
replace (o mark = False)

/*Method 2 */
range of m,ml IS MarkRelatIon
/* Mark all objecta pornted to by the root aa reachable by rstrzevlng them tnto MarbRelat2on */
append to MarkRelatIon (Id = r value, mark = TRUE)
where r type = “pomter”
/* Wh:le there are obJecta whoae pornters have not been followed */
whde couot(where m mark=TRUE) I= 0 do (
/* “Mark wall obJecta reachable jrom oblects marked TRUE and mark them FALSE */
/* Mark them only I/ they haven’t been marked before */
/*FALSE mdlcates the obJect has not yet had It’s potnters followed */
append to MarkRelatIon (Id = 01 id, mark = FALSE)
where (o Id = m Id) and (m mark=TRUE) and
[ (o left_type=“pomter”
and o left-value=01 Id) or
(o r~gbt,type=“pomter”
and o rlght_value=ol
Id) ] and
01 Id I= ANY(m1 Id)
/*All obJecta whose porn&s were pet ezpanded Jrom need not be consedered agazn */
/*All obJecta not get ezpanded from (FALSE) are to be expanded from next (TRUE) */
replace (m mark=SAVED) where m mark=TRUE
replace (m mark=TRUE) where m mark=FALSE
$Delcte all objects that are not repreaented In MarkRelatron
delete o where o Id I= ANY(m Id)

Figure

6: Implementations

of Mark

I/O cost IS mcurred from accessmgIt The equation that
models the expected I/O cost of Mark&SweepA 1s
described m detail m Appenduc A All of the cost equations are fairly slmllar so only Mark&SweepA 1sspecified
Figure 7 shows the cost of using each Mark and
Sweep lmplementatlon as the number of cells increases for
full, bushy, and sparse lists For Mark&SweepB and
Mark&SweepC, the cost of reclamation only varied 2%
over the different values for Shape so the graphs have been
combined Although the cost of Mark&SweepB and
Mark&SweepC appear to be slmdar, this IS only an
artifact of usmg a logarlthmlc scale Mark&SweepB K
twice the cost of Mark&SweepC becausethe cost of accessmg the MarkRelatIon 1s zero for Mark&SweepC
Mark&SweepA, for sparse and bushy structures of 1
Al5

*/

and Sweep

m&on cells, has an expected I/O cost of 23 b&on A
typlcal, random access,high speed disk can process about
50 page requests per second, hence Mark&SweepA, m this
case, would take approximately 15 years to do I/O In the
case of full structures, it would take slightly more than 2
days of I/O In contrast, Mark&SweepC would take about
10 hours of I/O for one million obJects
The cost formulas shown m Figure 7 assume that the
cells are depth-first clustered before the reclamation
scheme executes Smce Mark and Sweep does not copy
the hst to retam clustering, over time the cells will become
unclustered Figure 8 shows the readJusted performance of
Mark and Sweep when no clustering exists The cost
increases by 50% for Mark&SweepA on full structures,
Mark&SweepB on all structures, and Mark&SweepC on all
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Figure 7: Cost of Mark and Sweep
structures Mark&SweepA on bushy structures doubles m
cost and on sparse structures triples m cost Therefore,
Mark&SweepA on sparse structures reqmres approximately
45 years of disk I/O when one mllbon unclustered objects
are m the database
3.2.

Copy-Compact

Usmg a copy-compact algorithm [Mms63], the root set
of ObJects1scopied mto an unused portion of memory All
objects that are reachable from the root set are also copled
mto this unused portion of memory The entire memory
m which the data used to reside 1sthen reclaimed CopqCompact schemes reqmre twice as much memory as 1s
occupied by data the memory where the data currentlv
resides (o&pace) and a portion equal m size to be used for
After each Iteration of the algorithm,
copymg (copyspace)
copyspace becomes oldspace and oldspace becomes copyspace
As with Mark and Sweep, long pausesoccur when the
scavenging phase takes place because the copying takes
time proportional to the number of obJects plus the
number of references between oblects No cluster fragmentation results from usmg this method because objects
are reclustered m memory as they are copied The
memory will be efficiently clustered d the objects are
copled m the same order as accessesoccur Copying in
this manner clusters obJects together on a page that will
be accessedtogether
A Copy-Compact algorithm that creates a depth-first
cluster and one that creates a breadth-first cluster are
examined using the lmplementatlon techmques described
for Mark&SweepB and Mark&SweepC a disk-based temporary relation 19 used to implement a transitive closure
for BreadthZGrstB and DepthFwstB,
and, a physlcal mam
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memory relation 1s used for BreadthF~rstC and DepthFtrstC The method of query evaluation assumed for
Mark&SweepA (1e repeated execution of the replace until
no tuples are altered) IS not explored due to its very poor
performance
Figure 9 graphs, for the three Shape values, the cost
for the Copy-Compact lmplementatlons as the number of
objects increases DepthFlrstB 1s more costly than
BreadthFlrstB because depth-first traversal requires two
temporary relations one to handle the transltlve closure
mvolved m stepping down the right pointers, and the
other to keep track of the left pointers that need to be followed Breadth-first traversal treats right and left pomters
the same, therefore, one temporary relation IS sufficient
Smce DepthFlrstB IS dependent upon both the left
and the right height, and the average height4 of a full
structure IS so much smaller than that of a sparse or bushy
structure (log N versus (N+5)/10 or 3N/32), full structures
have lower cost than bushy structures for DepthFlrstB
DepthFlrstB for sparse structures has a low cost because
DepthFlrstB IS designed to traverse right pointers all at
once, so if a structure has lots of right pointers, as 1s the
case with sparse structures, and the cells are clustered on
their right pointers, which depth-first copying enforces, a
large cost 1s not incurred The most costly of the data
structures, the bushy shape for DepthFlrstB, would take
approximately 3 years of disk I/O BreadthFlrstC and
have equivalent
performance smce
DepthFlrstC
DepthFirstC’s extra temporary relation 15also kept m phvsical memory, hence does not mcur the extra I/OS which
make DepthFlrstB more costly BreadthFlrstC and DepthFlrstC would take about 7 l/2 hours of I/O each, m con’ average helgbt = (left height + rlgbt height)/:!
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trast with unclustered Mark&SweepC which would take 15
hours of I/O
The objects are clustered efficiently for the storage
reclamation algorithms d the access pattern of the algorithm matches the object placement pattern This ~111
occur if the object allocation scheme happens to allocate
objects on pages that match the reference pattern of the
storage reclamation scheme Smce LISP systems tend to
allocate depth-first, how well BreadthFIrst Copy-Compact
performs on a depth-first clustered structure IS of interest
The J/O costs of the BreadthFlrstB and BreadthFlrstC, If
the cells are actually clustered m a depth-first pattern, are
mdlstmgmshable from the costs If the cells are clustered m
a breadth-first pattern Therefore, the clustermg pattern
of the data does not have to match the accesspattern of
the garbage collection algorithm m order to benefit performance
3 3. Baker’r

redtime

Baker [Bake761developed a version of copy-compact
that breaks up the Job of object copymg mto pieces so that
the copymg can be done gradually In each piece a
bounded number of obJects are copied, thereby hmltmg
the length of the pauses m a program Each time a new
obJect 1s allocated, the pomters from k obJects in copyspace dre traversed 5 if a pomter refers to an obJect in
oldspace, the oblect 1s copled mto copyspace and the
pointer 1s updated to refer to the obJect’s copyspace location Since pomters may stdl exist that refer to the object
m oldspace (after It has been moved to copyspace), a

of Mark

1000000

and Sweep

marker must be left m the oldspace object that mdlcates
the ObJectnow resides in copyspace Each time an object
In oldspace 1s accessed, it IS also moved mto cop,rspace
When all objects m copyspace have been traced, all the
reachable obJects have been copied mto copyspace, and
the spaces are exchanged oldspace becomes the new
copyspace and the root set of objects IS copied into It, and
copyspace becomesoldspace
In the database lmplementatlon, oldspace and copyspace can be two separate relations Smce database objects
can be referenced by logIca ldentlfiers not addresses, an
object can have the same logical Identifier m both
relations Hence, this implementation allows no markers
to be left m oldspace This slmphfies the lookup procedure an ObJect should be looked for first m copyspace
and only If It IS not found there IS oldspace checked The
lookup cost mcreasesby 50% Smceon average half of the
objects will require a double lookup Other than the
increased accesscost, Baker has a total cost sm-nlar to the
breadth-first version of Copy-Compact although, because
the copying 1s broken up mto chunks, Baker continuously
reclusters the objects on disk
3.4.

Generation-Scavenge

In order to reduce the number of objects in memory
that need to be considered when domg a copy, the
Generation-Scavenge schemes assign ages to obJects
[Unga85] The age groups are determined by the algorithm implementor A separate portion of memory 1sallocated for obJects of each age group Each age group’s root
set cons&s of the obJects m this age group that are
pointed to by objects in older age groups The younger
the obJect, the more hkely it is to become garbage

’ k can be set by the algorithm implementor or by partdar
users to bmlt pauses to an lmperceptlble amount of time
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[Lleb83] so young spaces are scavenged more often than
older spaces That young objects become reclaimable
sooner 1scaused by the use of temporary variables m programmmg languages Objects that reside m the oldest
space are consldered to be permanent oblects and their
space IS not exammed very often to see d tt contams any
garbage The pauses caused by a scavenge are greatly
reduced m this scheme smce only a subset of the objects
are traversed at each scavenge
Dlstmgulshmg between temporary and permanent
data does not gam much m a persistent environment
because all of the oblects are permanent Temporary varlables are not hkely to be stored m a database so
Lieberman’s result does not apply to young database data
Therefore, the assumption that allows GeneratlonScavenge to have better performance than other algorithms (namely, that obJects become garbage based upon
their age) does not hold for database objects Hence,
Generation-Scavenge IS not explored m this study
8.5

Reference

Count

If a Reference Count scheme IS employed, each obJect
m memory contsms a count of the number of objects that
reference it Each time a reference 1sremoved, the count
1sdecremented If the count becomeszero, the oblect gets
reclaimed and all objects to which It points must have
their counts decremented This m turn may cause an
obJect’s count to become zero Hence, removal of a single
reference could cause multiple deletes This method tends
not to have long pauses Since the work 1s dlstrlbuted
across alterations, but due to the cascading effect of a
decrement, the amount of time any alteration takes 1s
highly variable
Reference counting requires extra space m memory to
store the count for each object This IS very expensive for
small objects In addltlon, this scheme does not detect cir-
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cular garbage In the simplest case, a circle of garbage will
occur If obJectA references obJectB and ob]ectB references
obJectA but no other object references either objectA or
ob3ectB Both obJectA and ob~ectZ3have reference counts
of one, but neither IS accessiblefrom a root object
An update to an object may be changmg a pointer
Hence, an update may cause two obJects’ reference counts
to change the object that used to be pointed to needs to
have Its reference count decremented and the new object
pointed to must have its count Incremented So each
update causes two extra writes m order to update the
counts Llkewlse, a delete causes the objects that were
referred to by the deleted one to have then counts decremented resulting m two writes Assummg no circular garbage exists, the average increase m access cost incurred
because of the Increased update cost m a Reference Count
scheme IS graphed m Figure 10 The base cost to access
an obJect 1s l/W (005) which increases based upon the
number of accessesthat are updates or deletes These
amounts shown m the figure do not factor m increases due
to loss of clustering Each of the curves has a different
value for the update ratlo, the delete ratio varies within
each curve along the X-axis, and, the Y-axis represents the
average I/O cost The increase m accesscost ranges from
0, when no obJects are updated or deleted, to 16, when
the update ratio and the delete ratlo are 0 1
3.6.

Logged Reference

Count

In order to overcome the variable cost associated with
decrementmg the reference counts, alterations to reference
counts can be logged and the log can be processed to
update k reference counts at a time This would put a
bound on the number of obJects that can be changed by
one update Each update wdl cause one write to the log
instead of two writes This does not reduce the number of
total I/O (m fact It increases It) but lt reduces the manda-
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and a table of objects that have a count greater than one
The tables hold only the addressesof the obJects, no other
mformatlon When a reference to an object on the multlreference table IS removed, no mformatlon IS kept that
would indicate whether that was the last reference to the
object Therefore, once an obJect IS on the multireference
table, it cannot be removed Their scheme operates the
same as standard reference counting but uses less space
because mdlvldual reference counts are not needed,
although over time more space may be used because extra
garbage may gather due to the permanent effect of being
added to the multireference table
Figure 12 graphs the extra cost per access that the
Deutsch-J3obrow method incurs Each of the curves has A
different value for the update ratio, the delete ratio varies
wlthm each curve along the X-axis, and, the Y-axs
represents the average I/O cost The cost differs from
vanilla Reference Count smce the reference counts of
obJects on the multireference table don’t cause writes
The cost ranges from 0, when no oblects are updated or
deleted, to 0 72, when the update ratlo and the delete ratlo
are 0 1 The cost B highly dependent on the number of
obJects that have multiple references, which for this study
wlw 30% 6

tory mcresse m the average access cost The expected
Increase m the average accesscost when Logged Reference
Count 1s used 1s shown m Figure 11 These amounts do
not include the cost to process the log, only the cost to
write to the log Each of the curves has a different value
for the update ratio, the delete ratio varies wlthm each
curve along the X-axls, and, the Y-axis represents the
average I/O cost The cost ranges from 0, when no
oblects are updated or deleted, to 0 3, when the update
ratio and the delete ratlo are 0 1 The increase m access
cost IS independent of DR because each update only causes
a write to a log, all updatmg of reference counts and removal of unreferenced objects occurs at log processmg time
The cost increase 1svery low smce the reference counts are
not actually updated until the log 1sprocessed The total
cost of this method 1sshown m the Section 3 8 where lt 1s
compared with the other schemes
3.7. Deutsch-Bobrow

reference

Count

count

Deutsch and Bobrow (Deut791 made the observation
that most objects have a reference count of one This
means that most of the space typically allocated to hold
the counts 1s wasted They proposed keepmg a table of
the oblects that have a zero count (newly created obJects)
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the aehemer
As was stated m this section’s mtroductlon, the items
to consider when comparing the I/O cost of garbage collectlon schemes are the length of the pauses, the clustering
allowed, and the total cost of garbage collection The
latter two items can be captured by consldermg the total
cost of accessesplus the garbage collectlon cost Whether
data IS clustered or not determmes the expected average
access cost, addmg to that the cost of garbage collection
~111Indicate the entlre cost of a particular scheme Dmldmg this total cost by the number of accesseswill give the
expected average cost of accessmgan object when garbage
collection cost IS consldered an access cost, henceforth,
average gognt cost refers to this conglomerated average
cost The average Joint cost for Mark&SweepC, DepthFwtC, Baker, Reference Count, LogRefCount, and
Deutsch-Bobrow’ 1s 13, 0 65, 0 53, 17, 18, and 1 4,
respectively, assuming 30 mdhon accesses,1m&on obJects,
an update ratlo of 0 1, a delete ratio of 0 025, and assummg Mark&SweepC, DepthFlrstC, and Baker complete
three scavengesof memory during this interval
The average Joint cost of Mark&SweepC, DepthFlrstC, and Baker varies dependmg upon how many complete scavengesoccur m the mterval Figure 13 shows how
the average JOlnt cost varrw for Mark&SweepC, DepthFlrstC, and Baker as the number of scavenges varies
DepthFlrstC and Baker have a U-shaped curve becausethe
fewer times that compactmg occurs, the higher the average access cost smce obJects get reclustered less often
The bottom of the U-shaped curve mdlcates when garbage
collection should occur m order to mmlmlze the average
Jomt cost for the method This occurs when 5 scavenges
S 8. Comparing

0 Tbls number(30%) comes from the density which was set to
1 3 If the averagenumberof references
to an object1s13, the Probablbty of a11
objectbemgreferenced
more than once1830%
7 Mark$SweepC 1sthe leastcostlyof the Mark andSweepImPlementatlons, so It 1sthe one used m the comparisonDepthFlrstC and
BrcadthFlrstC have the lowest cost of the Copy-Compact Implemcntatlons, smee they have equal cost, DepthFlrstC IS used here for comparn3on
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are done m DepthFwtC, or, m other words, when 15% of
the objects have been deleted, and, when 4 complete
scavenges are done for Baker, or 20% of the objects have
been deleted In order to keep the average Joint cost at a
mmlmum, when DepthFlrstC or Baker 19 employed, they
should be executed when 15% or 20% of the objects,
respectively, have been deleted Mark&SweepC has a
lower Joint cost the fewer times it IS executed Therefore,
the optimal time to run it IS dlctated by how much diskspace can be allowed to be occupied by garbage Figure
14 depicts the trade-off between the number of disk-pager
that can be occupied by garbage and the average Joint
cost of Mark&SweepC As the number of disk-pages
allowed to be wasted on garbage increases, the less often
Mark and Sweep needs to run, thereby causing a decrease
m the average Joint cost
The bar chart m Figure 15 shows the average Joint
cost for Mark&SweepC, DepthFlrstC, Baker, Reference
Count, LogRefCount, and Deutsch-Bobrow with varying
change and delete rates For comparison purposes,
Mark&SweepC and DepthFlrstC are activated when 25%
of the objects are deleted and Baker does a complete
scavenge m the same interval The first bar for each algorlthm represents the cost when UR=DR=O
When no
changes occur to the objects, no cost for garbage collection
IS incurred, therefore, this bar indicates Just the cost of 30
m&on accesses,which IS the same for all methods (1e
0 05) except Baker As explained m Section 3 3, Baker
incurs a 50% mcresse m access cost, therefore It has an
average Joint cost of 0 075 The second bar shows the cost
when the Update Ratio 1s 0 01 and the Delete Ratio 1s
0 0001 Due to the very low update and delete probablhties, the cost IS not very high for any of the schemes The
Delete Ratio 1snot high enough to activate Mark&SweepA
The third bar
or DepthFlrstC during this interval
represents the cost when the Update Ratlo 1s0 1 and the
Delete Ratlo IS 0 025 The average Joint cost of DepthFlrstC and Baker IS less than the other schemesdue to the
decrease m access cost that comes with reclustermg the
data Baker has the least cost because It IS constantly
reclustermg the data
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4. Conclusions

of Scavenges

Varies

Copy-Compact into pieces, as IS done by Baker, allows the
pauses to be shorter and mamtams a low average Joint
cost
An addltlonal property that should be considered for
choosmg a storage reclamation scheme for a database 1s
whether the cost of reclamation can be postponed to times
when the database IS idle Mark and Sweep and CopyCompact both have this characterlstlc, Baker and Logged
Reference Count allow most of the cost to be postponed
If reclamation occurs at idle times, the I/O cost 1s one
mdlcatlon of how long the idle must last m order to complete the reclamation during this time If the database
gets a request for data durmg reclamation, the reclamation

Many of the criteria for Judgmg an automatic reclamation scheme are the same for virtual memory and diskbased schemes,such as
Causing long pauses m the program 1sbad,
Scavenging incrementally IS good,
Allowing internal fragmentation IS bad, and,
Clustering improves performance
The pauses caused by Reference Count, Logged Reference
Count, and Deutsch-Bobrow are much shorter than those
caused by Mark and Sweep or Copy-Compact, but the
average Joint cost of Reference Count 1smuch higher than
that of either of the Copy-Compact versions Breaking up
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could pause until the database 19 idle again, or It could
force the request to wait The former 1spreferred so that
the pauses realized by a user are mmlmlzed, but not all
algorithms can be easily Interrupted Logged Reference
Count and Baker may be mterrupted wlthout losmg as
much work as Mark and Sweep or Copy-Compact smce
their work can be done incrementally
An issue that needs to be examined IS whether locking
the entire database 1s demanded by the garbage collection
algorithm The current assumption 1s that the program
cannot
access the database durmg a scavenge This
restriction may not be necessary
Welghmg the important factors (reclustermg, length
of pauses, and mterruptlbhty) Baker 19the clear winner
Even though Baker has the least cost of all the algorithms
explored, it still increases the cost to 10 times what it 1s
when no garbage collection 1sdone That 19,the mnumum
average cost to access an oblect 1s 0 05 (l/M’), d the
Baker method of garbage collection IS used the cost
Increases to 0 53, but, d no reclustermg of memory IS done,
the cost Increases to 1 Despite that Baker can cause a
reduction m the average access cost because It reclusters,
0 53 page reads per access1shigh If the chunks of reclamation could be done when the database 1s not m use or
could be done m the background, the average cost to
srpess an object would become 0 075 Users may be wll-
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Update

and Delete

probabilities

hng to pay that much At least the cost of Baker can be
used for comparison when deslgnmg hybrid schemesto try
to reduce the cost further
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4

The replace statement mslde the repeat loop 1s processedrepeatedly until no changes are made At each
iteration, one more level of obJects~111be marked A
level of objects contams all the objects that occur at
the same height m the structure when It IS vlewed as
a tree The replace must be executed once for every
level of the structure, plus an addltlonal time when no
more cells can be marked This IS modeled by
b.H&lht+1
C
Cost of Replace at level 1
Step2 =
i-l

The cost of the replace at each iteration includes the cost
to read all the cells that are marked up to that pomt and
the cost to follow the pomters that have not yet been followed and mark what each pomts to The cost of lteratlon

Value
bdN)

Variable

Height

{full)

N/ 16 {bushy}
N/10 {sparse}
Log(N) {full}
N/16 {bushy}
N/10 {sparse}
Log(N) {full}
N/32 {bushy}
5 {sparse}
Dennty*N
Arcs/2 {full}
(7/15)*Arcs {bushy}
(1/3)*Arcs {sparse}
N/2 {full}
(8/15)*Arcs {bushy}
(2/3)*Arcs {sparse}
N/2 {full}
(8/15)*N {bushy}
(2/3)*N {sparse}
N/2 {full}
(7/15)*N {bushy}
(1/3)*N {sparse}
X/Height

HelghtR
HelghtL

AUS

ArcL
ArcR
NR
NL

x,
Table

Description

A: Additional

variables

I 1smodeled by
Cost of Replace at level 1 =

* Prob Cell R&t

Ptr References IS Not B&red

N, * Prob Cell Referenced ~8Not Dlrty&Bubred

* 2

Number of objects first reachable
via a left pomter
For any variable X, all X at Height I
in equations

N
--BP.
NP
0, N

H
---‘MAX

H+l

-

NP

=

!f+l*Clausel*l
Prob Cell 18Not ButTered +
2
/*Clause2*l

H+l
-*ArcI?*
Prob Cell Rlgbt Ptr References IS Not Buffered +
2
H+l /‘C1auae3*/
Prob Cell Left Ptr References IS Not Buffered +

/fClause4*/
N* Prob Cell Referenced 18Not Dlrty&Buffered

Expected number of objects first reachable
via a right pomter

The first time the query 1s executed (l/(H+l))
all the
pages needed must be read The rest of the times
(H/(H+l)), pages ~111be read only if they are not buffered,
as represented by the MAX clause If the number of buffer
pages available IS greater than the number of pages needed
to iterate once (1e if (N/NP - BP) <= 0) the probability
that a page IS not buffered given that it has already been
read IS 0, otherwise, the probablhty IS the number of
ObJectRelation pages not buffered over the total number
of ObJectRelatlon pages Clause2 and Clause3, which
involve ArcL and ArcR, Include the probablhty that following a pomter ~111cause a page read Since the objects
are clustered along their right pointers, the probability of
causing a read when followmg a right and left pointer are
different The probablhty that followmg a right pointer
will cause a page read 1srepresented by
Prob Cell Right Ptr References IS Not Buffered =

repeat loop can be slmphfied, ehmmatmg the double summation This slmphficatlon has the followmg result

-*Ard*
2

Number of right pointers

1
-+
H+l

Smce on average the number of objects per level 1s N/H,
the complete summation representing the entire cost of the

N
-*-*
NP

Number of pointers
Number of left pointers

+

ArcL, * Prob Cell Left Ptr References IS Not Buffered +

Step2

Length of path when followmg
left pointers from the root

each iteration and there are (H + 1) Iterations, each page
of cells 1s read an average of (H+1)/2 times The probab&y that the page contammg a particular cell is not
buffered at this time IS represented by
Prob Cell 1sNot Buffered =

L N, * Prob Cell IS Not Buffered* +
fl=1
At&,

Length of path when followmg
right pointers from the root

* 2

Clause1 represents the number of pages read from the
ObJectRelation Smce each marked cell must be read at

l-

* Probablbty II abbreviated t+a“Prob” and Pointer K+abbrewated
to “Ptr” for the rest of the equations
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NP-1
-+-‘MINlI NP

1
NP

BP
I ?N

I 2’

II

When followmg a right pointer a page will not need to be
read for (NP-l)/NP of the times smce cells are clustered
via right pomters The first time a cell on a page 1sreferenced (l/NP) it will need to be read only If that page 1s
not buffered from a previous Iteration The percentage of
pages that are buffered IS BP/(N/NP) If BP <= N/NP
otherwise it IS 1 The probability that followmg a left
pomter ~111cause a page read IS modeled by
Prob Cell Left Ptr References IS Not Buffered =
l-M*Nl,=
I

-

N

NP

I

Followmg a left pointer will not cause a page read only if
the page the requested cell 1s on happens to be buffered,
which UI random smce cells are not clustered accordmg to
right pointers Clause4 represents the cost of wrltmg the
pages that have been marked at each iteration Each cell
~111get written only once A page will get written d no
cell on that page has gotten marked since it was last read
from disk This probablhty IS the same as the probability
that a page has not yet been read given m the first clause
Prob Cell IS Not DlrtytBuffered =
Prob Cell IS Not Buffered

.

For the delete query, all the pages m the ObJectRelatlon must be read to see if they contam any
unmarked obJects because each ObJectRelatlon page
has equal probablhty of contammg oblects that are
unreachable Hence N/NP pages must be read The
expected number of pages that need to be updated
becausecells on them have been deleted IS equal to
Step3 =Number

of Deleted Cells *
Prob Cell 16Not Dlrty&ButTered
Number of Deleted Cells = N - DR*A

l

2

The probablhty that the page holding a
deleted cell IS not dirty and buffered IS the
same as m the prewous step
.

In order to change the mark on each obJect, all the
pages must be read and written This IS modeled by
Step4 =-*

N

3

NP

The total expected I/O cost of of the Mark&SweepA
method can be expressed as Step1 + Step2 + Step8 +
Step4
The equations that model the I/O behavior of the
other lmplementatlons are varlatlons on the above and
therefore are not be shown
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